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Scotland: the land of free education. Or so
it is claimed. In reality, it is a land of tuition-
free education for some, and a debt-laden
education for all. Tuition fees may be a thing of
the past for Scotland and EU-domiciled
undergraduate students, but the harsh reality
of student poverty remains ever present. With a
support system predicated primarily on loans,
working class students in Scotland are saddled
with the greatest debt. Further, with a support
system based on means-testing of parental
income, students that have a strained
relationship with their parents are often locked
out from accessing the bursaries that top up
the minimum loan – an issue that
disproportionately affects LGBT+ students.

The reality of student support is vastly
different to that which we were promised just
under a decade ago. In 2007, the SNP
committed in their manifesto that they would
replace student loans with grants. As such, the
party acknowledged that student ‘support’ in
which students were required to willingly
plunge themselves into tens of thousands of
pounds worth of debt was not tenable. Yet, a
regressive loans system has since run rampant,
leaving many more students in abject poverty
as a result.

The unrealised solution provided by the
SNP in 2007 – to replace loans with grants –
goes some way to solving the issue of student
poverty: but does not solve it entirely. We must
be organising on our campuses and in our
communities for something bolder: universal
living grants. For not just the entire absence of
loans in favour of grants, but for grants that

provide enough money on which to live.
Further, for grants that are able to sustain
students throughout the entire year, and grants
that are limited not just to Scottish or EU-
domiciled undergraduates, but available to all.
Regardless of where you come from, your
parental income, or at which level you choose
to study, universal living grants would ensure
that education was free and accessible. After
all, education is not a privilege: it is a basic

We need living grants
#GrantsNotDebt

The Scottish further education sector has
suffered savage funding cuts since 2010. The
result has been a drop in student places by
around 150,000 and real pressure on the
service. In part as an attempt to make reduced
funding stretch a little further, a programme of
wholesale college mergers was introduced. If
anything, this has made the situation still
worse. Not only has there been disruption to
well-established systems of work, the
elimination of duplication actually leads to
‘rationalisation’, giving fewer courses to fewer
students, greater travel to distant campuses
and a less personal service from what are now
giant educational institutions.

The lecturing staff have been doing their
best to shield students from the impact of all of
this, but a sign of underlying deep discontent
was shown in the March national strike by EIS
lecturers. The key issue was the gap in pay
between lecturers doing the same job in
different colleges across the country. One
slogan was: ‘From Galashiels to Stornoway,
what we want is Equal Pay’. But this was linked
to the other slogan: ‘Defend FE’. Lecturers
voted by over 90% to strike (with 99% in City of
Glasgow). At stake was not just lecturers’ pay
but the very status of further education itself
and whether the government had supported it
properly. After just one day’s strike, a pay
agreement was made whereby equal pay was
agreed in stages from 2017. The challenge for
the EIS is to ensure that colleges keep to the
pay agreement. One of the reasons why college
lecturers went out on strike was that colleges
are becoming increasingly difficult places to

work, and recent staff surveys illustrate this
discontent.

A lot more remains to be done to fix the
problems in Scottish further education.
Current funding is still too low and the priority
seems to be squeezing more out of hard-
pressed staff rather than providing key
resources to run the courses. Further education
is still regarded as the Cinderella education
service (not that higher education or the
schools are ugly sisters!). That will require the
efforts of both students and staff to demand
high quality provision and breadth of choice.
But it is clear that if determined action is taken
then progress can be made.”

EISFELA Executive Member Donny Gluckstein

The war on colleges

Rent strike wins at UCL

Students at UCL won a substantial victory
this summer against extortionate rents in halls
of residence. After residents refused to pay rent
and held multiple demonstrations and flash
occupations in a campaign lasting several
months, UCL’s senior managers conceded
hundreds of thousands of pounds in real-terms
rent reductions.

The highly-paid managers of our
universities don’t generally have our interests
at heart. To defend and extend our rights,
sometimes we have to take action that forces
them to concede to our demands. The UCL
campaign, and other rent strikes through
history, show that when asking nicely isn’t
enough, direct action gets the goods.

facebook.com/uclcuttherent

human right. It's about time the
government starting acting like it.
Rhetoric is not enough when
students are still living in abject
poverty: we need action. We
need universal living grants.

| anticuts.com | facebook.com/ncafc | againstfeesandcuts@gmail.com | @ncafc_uk |

FE pay strike puts staff on the front line



NUS Scotland’s recently elected Refugee and
Asylum Officer, and Black Students' campaign
committee member-elect, Lord Elias Mensah
Apetsi was recently detained, refused his
medication while in detention, and faces
potential deportation. Such cases are increasingly
common, and demonstrate the cruel and racist
nature of the government's immigration policies.

He was held in five different Detention
Centres in various locations across Scotland and
England. His detention came about due to a
simple human error – a routine Leave to Remain
application was not submitted by his lawyer on
time – and because of this, the Masters student at
the University of Strathclyde may face imminent

Job cuts don’t just affect the individual who’s
laid off; they have far reaching consequences
which impact on us all. When job cuts are being
made within our universities, we don’t just lose a
lecturer, we lose a part of our university and as a
result our education suffers. Job cuts in
universities can be detrimental to all aspects of
university life. When jobs are being threatened, as
students we must recognise the negative impact
that cuts will have on our education.

The University of Dundee earlier this year
proposed job cuts to the humanities department
in order to make budget savings. The proposed
cuts were targeted within the history and
languages departments respectively. A campaign
called ‘Save Humanities at University of Dundee’
was launched by students and staff in order to
force senior management at the university to
rethink their plan for compulsory redundancies.
Through the efforts of the campaign, the bosses at
Dundee Uni backtracked and secured the future
of History and Languages.

It is of paramount importance that students
stand with staff and continue to do so in the
tradition of solidarity. When we stand with our
staff, we are not just doing so for the sake of it, we
do it because students and staff together make the
institution. Without students and without staff
there is no university for the bosses to run – we
are the beating heart of our institutions.

Universities thrive off the success of our
students and staff; ground-breaking research and
positioning in the league tables (which uni chiefs
obsess over) this doesn’t come from senior
managers’. No, these are the fruits of our labour.
So, for those of us that feel inconvenienced when
our lecturers go out on strike, or send angry
emails to our tutors because the UCU have voted
for a marking boycott, know that they are doing it
to not only protect their jobs, but to protect our
education.

National Demo
No fees // No cuts // No debt

London – 19th November – #Nov19
Keep checking anticuts.com for more info.

Founded in 2010, the National Campaign
Against Fees & Cuts is a national network of
students and workers dedicated to fighting for
free education, accessible to all, funded by taxing
the rich and taking the banks into public control,
and democratically controlled by the people who
study and work in it. We exist to argue for these
ideas, link up grassroots activists and local groups
on campuses around the country, provide a
national voice for them, and coordinate action.

Get involved in the National Campaign Against Fees & Cuts!

| anticuts.com | facebook.com/ncafc | againstfeesandcuts@gmail.com | @ncafc_uk | | anticuts.com | facebook.com/ncafc | againstfeesandcuts@gmail.com | @ncafc_uk |

We’re a democratic organisation, run by our
members not by distant professionals, and
everything we do is carried out by ordinary
students and workers – people like you. Nobody
will build a movement for us – we have to do it
ourselves by organising together in our campuses,
communities and workplaces. So if you want to
join the fight for free, democratic education – join
the NCAFC!

facebook.com/ncafc | anticuts.com

Edinburgh Prevent Occupation
At the end of April, students from across

Edinburgh staged a one night occupation in
Edinburgh University's main library to oppose the
implementation of the PREVENT Agenda. Prevent
is a UK-wide legislative measure born from the
counter terrorism and security bill which requires
public institutions (such as universities) to report
individuals who they believe to show signs of
radicalisation. Prevent is racist to it’s core against
Muslims, and invites surveillance from the
classroom to counselling services. The actions of
Edinburgh Students not Suspects campaign
brought this to front of campus conversation and
demonstrated the collective power and will of the
student body. Edinburgh have since implemented
a number of the occupations demands, and
Students not Suspects are now working across the
UK towards a full repeal of Prevent.

You can find out more at facebook.com/snsedi
and studentsnotsuspects.com.

Success as Dundee students and
workers resist job cuts

deportation to Ghana, meaning separation from
his children and the life he has built in the UK
over the past nine years.

Collective organising and the power of
campaigning by the Scottish student movement
meant that Lord was not removed on the flight
scheduled for the 22nd March 2016 and was
released from detention, however the risk of
deportation still remains and there have been
further moves to push Lord out of the country.
Lord is desperately trying to raise money for his
legal fees any help would be greatly appreciated:
gofundme.com/SaveLord. More information can
be found by contacting lord.apetsi@nus-
scotland.org.uk or Vonnie Sandlan of NUS
Scotland.

National outcry as NUS Scotland officer detained, scheduled for deportation

Support our staff – fair pay now!
Staff in trade unions across UK universities

are campaigning for a 5% pay increase to begin
making up for the 14.5% real terms cut since 2009;
to close the 13% gender pay gap by 2020; and to
reverse casualisation. Casualisation is the growing
trend of our education increasingly being
delivered on the cheap by overworked low-paid
staff – including postgraduate students – on
precarious, zero-hours and temporary contracts.
Such staff are frequently not paid equally or for all
the hours they work.

Unfair pay and poor working conditions are
an injustice to staff, and damage students’
education too. But university Vice-Chancellors
have refused to budge, preferring to spend funds
on senior management pay rises, gimmicks and
vanity projects. This has forced staff to take
industrial action – there could be strikes and
marking boycotts this term unless the bosses back
down. We should support our staff: short-term
disruption is necessitated by the long-term need
to defend staff and defend education.

Edinburgh Summer Conference
In June students from across the UK met for a

very successful NCAFC summer conference,
featuring workshops, training and debates on
issues such as NHS student bursaries,
international students' rights, and the anti-
Muslim Prevent Agenda.

Further conferences and training events are
held throughout the year across the UK. More
information is available via anticuts.com and
facebook.com/ncafc. The NCAFC also has a
presence at conferences and events held by other
organisations, such as the NUS.

Victory for #KeepTheCaterers!
During our fight to #KeepTheCaterers, we

didn't give the university any time to be let off the
hook, and instantly started organising amongst
catering staff as soon as we heard from campus
UNISON that in order to finally pay their already
outsourced staff a living wage, management
would be making redundancies. We instantly
began talking to staff, flyering halls and catering
offices, talking to staff and students about the
possibility and necessity of strike action,
mobilising support for the workers in this fight. It
was incredibly important to set this in the context
of increasing privatisation, profiteering and
undermining workers’ rights at our university. We
held big rallies, demos, meetings with staff and
occupied the VCs office in order to publicly shame
management in the press. In the end, the
momentous pressure applied by students and
staff working together actually won! Another
university is possible.

Hannah McCarthy, University of Manchester




